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Garden plants.dynamics at urban/fallow Iand interfaces:
influence of local versus.Iandscape factors

Audrey Marcol, Sébastien Oliveau2, Nicolas pech3,
Thierry Dutoita & Valérie B ertaudiere-Montess

Abstract

Rural areas have been subjected to a strong pressure of urbanization which reorgani2ss landscape
mosaics in creatingnew ecological interfaces: garden/fallow land. These latter are the placeof specific
floristic dynanrics through the movement of cultivated plants from garden to a neighbouring habitat In
order to understand these ecological processes, the pool of cultivated plants were firstly characterised.
in Mediterranlan gardens. Then, the escaped garden plants and the factors explaining theirpresence in
post-cultural fallow lands were identified with a spatial analysis on two hierarchical levels: the local
structure of fallow land and its surrounding landscape. The high number of escaped garden plants in
fallow lands is related to a well adapted pool of cultivated plants to the Mediterranean climatic and
edaphic constains. The species richness of escaped garden plants in fallow lands was also mainly
associated with forn landscape variables (4I%) corresponding to the proximity and the density of
gardens and the openness oflandscape around the fallow lands. The dispersal process occurs mainly
over short distance- Three local factors related to vegetation structure and topo-edaphism conditions
explain 4.8%o of total vaiiation. The set of these results highligbt that in urbanized landscapes garden
plants dynamics are more determined by the composition of landscape through the organization ôf
intoduction sites than ecological conditions within establishment sites.
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European rural âreas have beèn subjected to a rapiil change in land-use and land-cover over the last
years. Urbanization, spreading rapidly in many areas of the world, shows in Europe a recent but
explosive growth occurring in a scattered way throughout the countryside (ANrnoP, 2004; EEA
Report, 2006). Essentially isolated residential houses and highly crowded housing estates are
spreading rapidly in.many mral areas. At the same time, the abandonment of agricultural lands in front
of the industrial competition since i950 induces an increase in the number of fallow lands in rural
landscape (réf). The strong juxtaposition between houses and fallow lands creates new ecological
interfaces which can be the place of new ecological plants dynamics. Effectively, gardens of
residential houses, representing areas of voluntary introduction of native and alien cultivated plants,
are in contact with a diversity of habitats which might be colonized by introduced species.
Horticulturai species, which are well-adapted to environmental constraints, are able to escape,
reproduce, and establish outside gardens (Stxoee, 2004).

A:r important objective of landscape ecology is to detennine the influences of landscape structure on
ecoiogicai processes, including the movement of organisms (Bunn & Bai,uny; 1999). The dispersal
of perennial garden piants is undoubtedly an important movement of organisms to take into account at
urban/fallow lands interfaces. More and more studies underiine the importance of these species in
changes of natural flora composition" In Britain, Sutrn et al., (2006) demonstrate that the composition
of garden flora by growth form is strongly dominated by biennial or perennial and could support the
view that the disproportionate number of certain life-fonns (shrubs and geophyes) in the naturalised
aiien flora of Britain is due to their over-representation in the garden flora. Moreover, researchers are
now tuming their interest towards long-lived species (PEnr et a1., 2004), particularly woody species
in alien plant establishments and invasions (Richardson et al.,1994; RICHARDSoN & HIGGINS, 1998;
Snr,tesRrorr et a1.,2002). Owing to WEBER (2003), 7lo/o of invasive plants species in the world are
perennial planæ(24.4% shrubs, 19.2%trees,16.7o/o perennial herbs and 10.7% perennial grasses).

Although tbere is an important literature on alien plants establishments, it is difficult today to identiff
preciseiy which factors drive specifically alien species patterns and aiso which spatial-scaie influences
mainly these processes. There has been considerable debate over whether the number of species found
in a patch is more strongly controlled by forces acting at the landscape or local level (Wzucut et ai.,
2003). ln a patchy landscape, the number of piant species found in any particular patch is the result of
the interaction between dispersal and persistence. For a species to be present in a patch, it must hrst
disperse from the regional species pool including cultivated and native species into the focal patch,
then estabiish and persist. The species richness of a patch will be the sum of those species present in
the regionai species pool that successfuily disperse into and persist in the patch (vaN DER VALK
1981). Viewing ecological mechanisms at different spatial scales is therefore very important to discern
the drivers of alien patterns and to understand mechanistic interpretation of ecologicai processes.
However, often controls on alien estabiishment have been often examined at one scale and few studies
use a dual scale approach. There is therefore a need to iead studies at both small-scale and iarge-scale
to understand the dynamics of garden plants in these new contexts.

Among the most important factors that drive alien species establishment, studies have highlighted the
proximity to large sources of potential invaders or "propagule pressure", extent of openness, and
frequency of disturbance (MonaN, 1984; Tnr,ruINS & WTLLIAMS, 1991). Nevertheless, the majority of
these factors have been identified at urban/forest interfaces (MontN, 1984; TnnrrNS & WLLIAMS,
i991; Rosr & FarnwrarF[R, 1997; ANoeRSoN, 1999; Sr,'LrrvAN et'a1.,2005) and along roadsides
(TYSER et a1., 1992) whereas human disturbances especially human uses are different at urban/failow
land interfaces. Inside forest fragments, vegetation is disturbed by human activities such as tacks and
trampling of understorey vegetation off tracks, which facilitate weed establishment whereas although
fallow lands in rural areas were subject to a strong pressure of agricultural activities in the past, there
are now poorly visited. The study of these interfaces should provide useful information on the
influence of human disturbances in the urbanizinq rura1 areas.
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and invasion, particularly the distance from human haUitations (Sr,r.rrvnN et al.. 200!,2{05)',For
example, in studying movement of, exotii plauts into'coastal native forests fiom'gardens in northeiir

New Zealand, Swtryax et a1., (200 1, 2005) higlilighr iËât the barticular exotic plant species found in

a forest sample were significantly more likely to bè found in the neighbouring settlement than in other

more distant settlements. Moreover, Tnvfrvm'rs and Wnrnus (1991) have also demonstrated that

natural vegetation close to settlements in New Zealand tends to contain many more exotic plant

species than natural vegetation far from settlements. Also, the adjacent dumping of garden waste was a

major source of weed introductions to foredunes of coastal SE Queensland (BeneNoFF & FnaNrs;

1998). The number of exotic species in disturbed habitats on Tiwi Islands, Australia, increased with

age of neighbouring (FENSHAM & Cowm; 1998). Surrrvax et a1., (2005) have demonstrated aiso that

the number of houses within 250 m of a forest area, alone, explained 66.8% of the variation in the

number of exotic plant species in coastal forests in eastem Northland, New Zealand. These studies

reflect how important this group of factors (distance from human habitations, age of neighbouring

settlements and build-up density) is in terms of alien establishment processes

The Mediteranean area is an excellent study area to study garden plant dynamics in patchy

landscapes. Particuiarly, the western coast (in Spain, in Porfugal, in France...) is one of the most hot

spots of urban sprawl (EEA Report, 2006). It is characterised by an urban spreading out. The

overpopulation of cities in coastal areas has led to an urban spread in the hinterland (Ocrn, 2005;

JtrLtEN, 1999; BoluN & Lolsst, 1997).Isolated residential houses and highly crowded housing are

being established in the surrounding countryside and the development of gardens in this area becomes

a possible danger for natural vegetation, which is exposed to reservoirs of potentially invasive plants

and genetically transformed species. In addition, the agricultural abandonment in the Mediterranean

region provides simultaneously a iarge number of suitable sites as fallow lands for alien species

establishment and piant invasions.

In French ùeditenanean region, strongly affects by urbanization, g0o/o of the most notorious invaders

are perennial omamental plants (e.g Cortaderia selloana (Schult.), Acacia dealbata (Link), Buddleja

davidii (Franchet), Ailanthus aitissima (Miller), Robinia pseudoacacia (L.)...) which cause several

damages in a multitude of ways: environmental, economic, social and sometimes health problems

(Jraxuowoo, i998; AME & CBI{MP 2003). In addition to the risk of invasion, these new escapees

may also reproduce with spontaneous species leading to a loss of genetic variability of native flora

(LocKwooD & McKrN't'iEv, 2001; OroEN et aI., 2004; WHELAN et al., 2006)- The common practice

of creating hybrids in the horticuifure and plant breeding industries poses additionai risks to native

plants, since'these artificiai hybrids may form a bridge for gene transfer between two formerly

intersterile species (LoCKwooD & McKTNNEY, 2001). It becomes problematic for the Mediterranean

area which is considered among the 34 hotspots of biodiversity in the worid thanks to its exceptional

amount of endemic plants (MroAiL & Quezrt, 1997; MyenS et al., 2000; MffTERMEIER,2004).

The aim of this work is therefore to focus on dynamics of garden plants at urbarr/fallow land interfaces

at both small-scale and large scaie. The urbanizing rural landscape in south*eastern French

Mediterranean region is a good opporhmity to identify the pool of cultivated piants in private gardens

and also the species which escape from their introduction sites to fallow lands. It allows us to

determine the most important spatiai-scale that drive escaped garden plants establishment in this

context. This work would be usefui to understand the role of landscape in alien establishment
processes, and more generally, shouid provide information to the ecological dynamics in wbanizing

rural landscape.
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Figure 1: The study area showing the village of Lauris located in the Natural Regibnal Park
Luberon in the French Mediterranean area

The village of Lauris is located in the Natural Regional Park of Luberon, (Vaucluse deparfment)
bordered in the north by the watershed of the Petit Luberon and in the south by the Durance river. It
consists of 53% of wooded areas, 27%ô of agricultural areas and l0%o of urban areas and is 'sTithin
meso-mediterraneanbioclimate. : ' .

From the end of the nineteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth cennl4/, there was a strong
development of polycultivation. On the calcareous plateau, vineyards, cherry trees, ahnond trees and
olives were cultivated whereas the Durance's plain near the river, which is rich, fertile and irrigated"
was essentially specialized in market gardening. At the middle of the twentieth century, in front of the
indusniai competition, the agriculture which made live 90 oÂ of the population becomes marginal.
Today, it collects less than 2 Yo of the working population and 10 oÂ of the municipal territory are
uncultivated. Oniy the vine growing remains the main agricultural activity of the territory thanks to the
development of the Label guaranteeing the origin Coasts of Luberon. Add to this agricultural
abandonment, there Ére over the last thirty yean a strong development of isolated residential houses
and highly crowded housing estates. Given the influence of two big towns Aix-en-Provence and to'a
lesser extent of Marseille, the population of Lauris has doubled, rising from 1620 inhabitants in 1975
to 3 143 inhabitants in 2005.

Vegetaton sampling

In order to identify the pool of cultivated flora, 120 gardens were selected through a process of door
knocking and requesting perrrission to undertaken surveys on the resident's property. In order to
reduce refusals or absences of homeowners, a publicity campaign was carried out using local papers or
municipality ânnouncements, prior to visits and each area was systematically visited between April
and July 2005 during the week and the week-end in order to sample the gardens ofpeople working and
of people who have a second home. In total, fewer than 10% of homeowners refirsed the floristic
sample of their garden and they didn't concern one social class.

t-
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In each garden, native and alien cultivatedplants(excluding the constituent species (grasses) in lawns)

were recorded during an,exhaustive survey gfthe garden. The inventory was drawn up distilguls6itt

thirteen landcoveri of the garden: lawn-gravelled. path, flowei bed, pot and tub, hedge, wall, borders

of swimming pool, playing fîeld, pine forest" oa\ grove, orchard, vegetabie garden, and olive grove.

Taxonomic identification was carried out on the bàsis of the 'Universal Encyclopedia of 15,000 plants

and flowen of garden' owing to BRICKELL & MIoULANE (2004). Plants which could not be identifred

were labelled as 'lrnknown" or "Genus sp." when the genus could be identified or "Genus ( group ))"

when the group of cultivar couid be identified. The intergeneric hybrids were recorded as "x Genus

species", interspecific hybrids "Genus x species". Some horticultural plants involve species that are

diffrcult to distinguish from varieties, such as taxa of Arum, Aubneta, Chrysanthemum, Dahlia,

Dianthus, Iris, Gazania, Gladiolus, Heuchera, Lilium, Mandevilla, Narcissus, Ostheospermum,

Paeonia, Petunia, Pyracanttra, Tulipa, Rhododendron and Rosa; these were identified only to genus

ievel.

in order to study the escaped garden plants in fallow lands, 460 plots were locally identifring with

Map info GIS (Map info reiease 7.8 software). During June and July 2006, 180 plots were visited

because some plots were mowed before the vegetation sampling, others had a too strong shrubby

stratum making difficulties the vegetation sampling and some couldn't be analysed due to the lack of

information of their landscape variables. In each plot, we sampled all the peren:rial escaped plants

fiom gardens. {Jsing a reasonabiy consistent search effort of 30-90 minutes per site depending on site

terrain, accessibility, and areas, we walked all over the plots. We noted on a scale plan of plot

abundances of escaped garden plants which were then reported to Map info GIS.

Predictor variables for General Linear Model

Some local fallow land characteristics have been collected at the same time as vegetation sampling:

Soii fertiiity, State in which the plot was abandoned, oÂ Herbaceous stratum. % Ligneous stratum
0<H<0.50ft, % Ligneous stratum 0.50<H<2m, oÂ Ligneous stratum H>2m and Present human

activities. By questioning locai farmers and by studying aerial photographs of different periods (1973,

1989, 1996,2001,2006), other iocal variables such as Type of last cuitivation, Year of abandonment
have been coilected. Fallow land size (total area of fallow iand in m2) was caiculated with Map info

GIS.

The landscape variabies have been also collected with Map info GIS coupling the digital land registry
and the aeriai photographs of Lauris. We chose to analyse the influence of landscape variables in a
close surrounding iandscape around fallow lands because the earlier studies seem to show the

importance of short distance from human habitations in alien species estabiishment and the effective
distance of seed dispersal by Mediterranean bird was found to be ca. 100m (lriE'EMAN & IzHAKr,
1996: DenussCHE & ISENtr4AltN, 1994). The landscape variables belonged to two predictor groups.
We considered the first to be landscape variables related to introduction site of garden plants such as
Distânce from garden (distance (m) from the nearest garden: 0 m : parcel adjacent to a garden),
Number of houses within a radius of 50 m, 100 m, 150 m and 200 m around the plots, Area of gardens
within a radius of 50 m, 100 m, 150 m. and 200 m around the piots. Number of escaped garden plants
in houses (the number of escaped garden plants present in the visible portion of the gardens of houses
within a radius of 50 m around the plots was noted for each fallow land at the same time of the
vegetation sampling), Age of houses (age of the oldest house within a radius of 50m around the plots),
Interface garden/fallow lands (the presence or not of a hedge was noted at the same time of the
vegetation sampling). The second group of landscape variables are related to rural matrix such as Area
of landcover tvpes (areas of forests, crops, vineyards, fruit trees cultivations, fallow lands, road or
railway) were measured within a radius of 50m and 200m.
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ln order to assess the ability of the cultivated plants to sunriveunderMediterranean''envir-onmental

constrains, information oo ,h" origin of the ,p""i"., the resistance to the frost{L1l of hardiness)-and

the dryness of'cultivated plants were taken from Bnrcmr anaMrOUreNe (2004)' The origin of the

piants bulked according tà tZ origins: Europe, America, Asi4 Africa' Oceania,^Mediterranean Basin'

Tropical, Eurasia, Eurlfrica, Northem Hemisphere, Mixed (species coming from more than three

different continents) and Horticultural (species resulting from artificial hybrid selection)' The

resistance to the frost bulked according 4 levels: killed by the frost (T'> + 5"C), semi-hardy (T" >

00c), hardy (T. > -5"C) and very hardy (T' > -15"C). The resistance to the dryness \À/as given owing 5

ievels: very low, low, medium, strong and very strong. The proportion of growth forms (annual'

biennial, perennial) and Raunkiaer's form was also given (RLfnUcrrR, 1934)' We clarified then in

which landcovers the most frequent species are present'

Before analysing the landscape and local data by a general iinear modelling, the variables were

transformed to a more normal distribution and to achieve a linear relationship between the respon'se

variabie and the recorded variabies. The square root transformation (X+0.5) was applied to the

response variable (escaped garden plants richness) and to variables concerning Number of escaped

garden plants in houses, Number of houses. The variables Fallow land size, Distance from garden' o%

Herbaceous stratum, % Ligneous stratum 0<H<0.50m. % Ligneous stratum 0.50<H<2rn, o/o Ligneous

stratum H>2m and the different Areas of each landcover rypes were log fransformed (X+1).

pearson,s product moment correlation coefficient was used to test the strength of linear relationships

between continuous variabies. one way ANovA was used to determine relationships between class

and continuous variables. A level of p < 0.05 was taken to denote a significant relationship'

As an exploratory process, the continuous variables that had significant correlations and the class

variables that showed a significant reiationship with the response variable were used in a stepwise

regression in Minitab lVtrnitaU r.l4 software) in order to identify a useful subset of the predictors'

Multiple linear regressions were conducted to identify independent variables making the strongest

statistical contributions to variation in species richness selection procedures' significance of each

variable retained in the adequate model was tested using the o - statistic (p<0'05 to enter and remove)'

Then, they were used in a "best subsets" anaiysis in Minitab. A "best subsets" analysis gives the two

regression models with the highest level of explanation for each number of independent variables' The

indicated modeis were tested using the general linear modelling procedure in Minitab which uses a

regression approach by creating a "fuil rank" design matrix from the factors and covariates' Each

,.rponr. variable is relressed on th" columns of the design matrix. Continuous variables were used as

covariates in the models, which used adjusted (Type III) sums of squares. A model with the highest

adjusted Rl was accepted if all components of the model were significant, and the residuals

distributed, at least approximately, normally, as shown in a histogram' If this was not the case' the

models with lesser ieveis of adjusted Rl in the best subsets anaiysis were examined untii one or none

satisfied these requirements. Given the great range of variables, a model was established for each

predictor groups and then a global model was estabiished only with the variables previously selected

by the two first models.

To understand the relationship between the response variabie and the recorded variables seiected by

the giobal model, a principal correspondence analysis (PCA) was also perfonned in Minitab'

To detect any significant differences in the proportion of dispersal mode of escaped garden piants

among fallow lands, Chi-square tests were performed using Minitab' 
-

The signihcant terms of the explanatory variabies selected in the regression analysis were analysed

further to determine the compaiative influence of local (1) and landscape (L) variables in escaped

garden plants richness variation. The total variation within the number of species was decomposed

among the two fypes of explanatory variable (i.e. I and L) and the percentage of explained deviance

caiculated for four different components: (a) prne effect of local variation alone, (b) combined
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variation due to the joint effect of local and landscape components, (c) pure effect of landScape alone' .

and (d) variation not explained by the independent variables included in the analysib- The

decomposition of the variation in the species richness into the two sets of expianatory variables was

carried out by means of a partial regression analysis. As explanatory variables were not mutually

independent, this approach can help determine the amount of variation overlap and clarify the

influence of the variables considered. In the process of variation decomposition the species richness

(v) was reglessed with the two types of variables together, which represent the total expiained

variation in the dataset (a + b + c). Regressing v with each one of the explanatory variables yields the

variation attributable separately to I (a +b) and L (b +c). Fractions a, b. and c were estimated according

to the sets of equations, where:

a *b : l  b * c :L  a+b+c : l L

and  a : l _b  b :L+ l_ l L  c :L_b

Results

573 horticultural plants were collected in the investigated area of 21.5,000 m':. With regard to the

growth pattern of species, 92oÂ were perennials, 77o annuals and l%o biannuals- Taxa were

overwhelmingly trees and shrubs: 55.L% of taxa were phanerophytes and2l.4oÂ chamaephytes.12.4oÂ

of taxa were geophytes (bulbs and rhizomes), 6.3% of taxa were hemicryptophytes and 4.8oÂ

therophytes. The most abundant species were xCupressocltparis lel,landii (n : 1 548), Cupressus
qrizonica (n: 1 243), Pyracantha sp. (n:1 104), Prunus laurocerasus (n : 10i1), which are aii

planted in hedges, and.Rosa sP. (n : i 034).

Taxon origin was varied and 85% were not Mediterranean. Taxa came mainly from Asia (22.5%o),

America (i8.9%) and Europe (11.3%). Concerning the species introduced from America, 629/o are

originated from North America among which more than half from Mexico. 7oÂ of the taxa were

African among which 79% came from South Africa. Mediterranean Basin taxa and taxa which came

fiom climatic regions under Meditelranean inJluence represented 24.4%.

With regards to the resistance to the frost of the species (Fig. 2a),560Â were very hardy species (To),

18% hardy species, 9% semi-hardy species and lgTo can be killed by the frost. Conceming the

resistance to the dryness (Fig. 2b),l7o/o are very resistant species, 33%o are resistant species, 23oÂ are

medium resistant species, 20%o and'79/o are respectively low and very low resistant species.

Overall 27 escaped perennial plants from garden were found in the 180 fallow lands sampled (101 ha)

with highly variable abundances going from one to more than a thousand individuals (Tab. l).

The most abundant escaped garden plant was Pyracantha sp. with 1653 individuals. We decided to

determine only at genus ievel because field observations seems to show several horticulfural hybrids

and not only Pyracantha coccinea naturalized in Mediterranean area (Fournier, 2000). The most

imporrant dispersal mode of escaped garden plants was ornitochory with 45o^, 33oÂ of escaped garden

plants had a vegetative dispersal mode, and 22oÂ are wind dispersal. The wind dispersai species are

more important in fallow lands of alluvial plain (Chi'?: 14.45, ddl: 1, p<0.001).

The best final model which was conserved explained neariy i4% (73.6%) of the variation in number

of escaped garden plants and seven explanatory variabies were significant: three local variables and

four landscape variables which were previously selected (Table 2).

The ordination of the first two axes of the principal correspondence analysis (PCA) showed the
relationships between all components of this model (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Frequency distribution of leveis of resistance to the frost (2a) and to the dryness (2b) of

cuitivated spectes ur 120 -eardens sampled in 2005 in the urbanizing rura1 area of Lauris' southern

France

The first two axes represent about 53% of the variance' On the frst axis' we can see the response

variabie strongly correlated with the 'Number of escaped garden plants in houses within a radius of

50m', (r = 0.7g5, p<0.001). The response variable had also a significant correlation with vegetation

structwe. and in a lesser extencis with the Number of houses and garden areas within a radius of 50m'

The second axis separated failow lands ofthe topo-edaphism conditions and proportion ofcereal fields

within a radius of 200m. The fallow lands of alluvial plain were richer (F : 1'52; p<0'001) in escaped

garden piants (mean richness: 1.94 (=1.60)) than those of calcereous piateau (mean richness: 1'05

(=1.18) and ùey were also more sulrounded by cereal fields'
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Pyracantha sp- :
Iris sp.
Acer negundo
Juglans regia
Cupressus sempervirens
Buddleia davidii
Ailanthus altissima
Brous sonetia papyrifera
Pinus nigra
Syringa vulgaris
Olea europea
Quercus pyrenaica
Robinia pseudoacacia
Phyllostachys aurea
Ligustrum ovalifolium
Quercus pedonculata
Cotoneaster lacteus
Cotoneaster selloana
Rosmarinus officinalis
Thuja orientaiis
Cedrus atlantica
Partenocissus quinquefolia
Barberis thunbergii
Cotoneaster horizontalis
Lauru,s Nobilis
Opuntia sp.
Eleagnus xebbingei

Table 1: List of escaped garden plants, with their abundance, sampled in 180 fallow lands of Lauris-
Pyracantha sp groups together several hybrids

The total variæion with;n the number of species was decomposed among the two types of explanatory
variables (Table 2). The decomposition of the variation shows that the largest fraction of the
variability (41.4o/o) in the number of species is accounted for by the pure effect of landscape variables,
while the pure effect of local variables explains only 4.8Yo of total variation in species richness. The
joint influence of local plus landscape is also important (n.4%). Variation partitioningshows us that
local variables exerted a weaker influence on total escaped garden plants richness compared to
Iandscape variables.
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7-1395
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0.3363,"
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0.3363 f . J /
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0.6491 t0.37

13.5998 13.5998 2r7.27 *** 27.40Â

0.3163 0.5190 0.5190 8.29

0.4259 0.6019 0.6019 9.62

0.6712 0.6712 0.6712 r0.72 **'1.

10.7661

40.8245

10.7661 0.0626

4t.4%

t7z

r'19

Table 2:Jhe analpis of the variance of the best final model with seven variables retained after

stepwise multiple regressions and the variation partitioning h ù: number of escaped garden plants

from gardens in post-cuitural fallow iands of iauris between the t'wo explanatory variables' The

decomposition of the variation has been carried out by partial regression anarysis using generalized

linear models and the percentage of total exprained devlance as the measure of expiained variation. P-

valuesare indicatedasfo l lows:*P<0'05,x*p(0 '01,***P<0'001; i ( local )andL( landscape)
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Figure 3: PCA ordination of the fallow land plots with the independent model; 1: Species richness of
escaped garden plants in fallow lands; 2: Species richness in escaped garden plants in houses within a
radius of 50 m; 3: Yo Ligneous stratum 0.50<II<2 m; 4: oÂ Ligneous stratum 0<H<0.5 m; 5: Yo Garden
areawithin a radius of 50 m;6: No houses within a radius of 200 m; 7: Topo-edaphism conditions; 8:
Yo Cereal field area within a radius of 200m
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Discussion
pool ofcultivated and escaped garden plants ; '; - 

'+ 
-.-

private gardens act rea[y as an importan_t so,rce of exotic perenniar prants that spread into native''

vegetation and rrodiry-the .oo,poritioo of floristic divemity- In our study, a high mrmber of perennial

escaped garden prants have been found in post-cultural rattow rands and couid be related to the fact

thatthepoolofhorticulturalplantsinthestudyareaiswelladaptedtotheMed.iterraneanclimate.The
majorconstraintsfornaturalizationinMedite,,-"uoareaarethesrrmmerdrynessandthewinterfrost
which play key ,ole, throrrgh limiting factors. In private gardens.' a quarter of horticulnral taxa came

from climatic regions under Mediterranean influence andihe majority of garden prants are resistant to

the summer dryness and characterised uv u nlgn level of hardiness'3:t *ï1j,1*ot*'planting

species adapted to Mediterranean climate, ieinforce the risk of alien species fuvading the

Mediterranean countryside in helping them to s*rmount environmentar "barriers". In order to affirm or

not this hypothesis, gardening practices are now investigated by a social inqutry in order to understand

the role of this factor in garden plants dynamics'

Urban/fallowlandsinterfacesconstituteanimportantplaceforplantdynamic;inurbanizingrural
areas. But we sampied in fallow lands about \W of tle exotic perennial garden plants brought in

Lauris gardens. If we refer to the "l0 Rule" proposed by WI-LIAMSON and FI:rren (1996) to quantify

the risk of alien spread" approximatelv t0%ïf the exotic plants 
".ï Ï^::::i:::"î:îff5tffi#'ii

hiii::ili;ïï: #,ii:àiï:",: "*"r* 
prants, onry rox w'l become narurarized, and 10% or

thenaturalizedplantswillbecomeinvasive.Accordingtothat,ourresultsindicateitislikelythatthe
post-cultural fallow lands may not be the only one establish-=t site for escaped garden plants and

other habitats such as ,ouarlal., abaodorred sttions etc. should be inventoried' If the urbanization of

rural areas continues to increase as rapidly as these last years' post-cultural fallow iands will become a

transient habitat and the other habitats of landscape mosaic could be predominant on the biorogical

processes of alien dispersal in years to come'

Influence of landscape on garilen plants dynamics 
ctors explained

Landscapecompositionplaysakeyroleingardenplantdynamicsbecauselandscapefa
more than 40oÂ oftl" ioàt variation of the richness of escaped garden plants in fallow lands' It

determines the dispenal process of escaped garden plants from garden to fallow lands which is prior to

species establishment. P}icularly, .n-u"rËi,tics of human habitations in a closed surrounding of

post-cuituralfallowlandslookveryimportant.Theclosestjuxtapositionbetweensgardensandfallow
lands increases the risks of alien species estabrishment because it offers the opport'nity of escaped

garden plants to find immediately a suitable site to establish outside gardens' It helps them to

Surmount rapidly..dispersal barriers,,. Also like at urban/forest brterfaces (Sut-rweN et al., 2005), the

specific escaped g.d*;h",s found io u fuUo* land plot were likely to be found in the neighbouring

houses.

The proximiry ofsources ofpropagules seeû]S to be a significant driver ofrichness ofescaped garden

piant species in Mediterran.uo iort-",'ltural fallow lands because the escaped garden plants found in

fal lowlandshadasf iongprobabi i i tytobeintroducedinaclosedsurrounding.Thissuggestsusthat
the distance of dispenion of escaped garden plants in adjacent areas looks to be relatively closed to

alien introduction sites. In the fields, we have also observed that the presence of hedge at

garden/fallow land interface often faciiitates entry of hedge escaped garden plants in fallow land due

to their proximity to establishment sites'- O"tpit" thesle observatiÔns' the presence of hedge at

garden/fallow was not significantly correlated with the number of escaped garden plants' It was not

included in the nnal mJdet certainly for the lack of its representativeness in our data set' The

landscape composition in these territories seems to induce short dispersal process although the

majority of escaped garden plants are characterised by long-dispersal mode such as wind or bird
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dispersal. ln such landscape, the efficiency ofwibd-as long dispersal vector may be reduced due to the

heterogeneity of vegetation and the bird commlnify may bl characterised by territorial birds.

Tbe highest density of gardens acts also asadriver of richness of escaped garden plant species. The

great number ofgardens around fallowlands offers alarge pool ofgarden plants and enhances the

probability to have a potential well-adapted garden plant able to establish outside gardens. Houses

spread by low housing density types in urbanizing rurai areas constitute consequently a suitable

context for escaped garden plants establishment- Characterised by isolated residentiai houses dispersed

in rural landscape, it constitutes a reai threat for post-cultural fallow lands firstly by enhancing the

juxtaposition between alien source areas and establishment sites.

Add to human habitations, the openness of landscape around fallow lands increases the number of

escaped garden piants in these habitats. Effectively, the fallow lands surrounded by a large proportion

of cereal fields were significantly richer in escaped garden plants than the others. They had precisely

richer in wind dispersal species. This could supports the view of Ozxca et ai., (2004) who have

demonstrated that the proportion of species with a high potential for dispersal by wind increases with

increasing openness of the landscape. The efficiency of w'ind as a dispersal vector is indeed

constrained by the height and density of the surrounding vegetation.

Influence oflocal scale

Ecological conditions of plots appear determining plant estabiishment processes but also in plant

dispersai process. Particularly, vegetation structure which is a good predictor to species richness of

escaped garden plants. Facilitation is one of the mecanism affccting plant colonization of abandonned

agricultural land (Venou & Gencn-FAyos, 1996). The presence of fallow lands characterised by a

shrubby stratum constitute suitable sites for birds by offering perching places and facilitate therefore

alien species bird dispersal. Garden shrubs (Pyracantha sp., Cotoneasler sp....) which are frequently

planted in hedges in the study area. are particularly attractive for frugivorous birds. For example.

Pyracantha is the most frequent in gardens and offers a great density of fruits (severai millions per ha)

at a period where fiuits from spontaneous plants are scarce (DEBUSSCHE & ISENMA,'\N, 1990). In the

Mediterranean region, the seeds of numerous plant species are dispersed by vertebrates, especially

birds which occur in very high numbers during migration and in winter (DEBLSSCFTE & iSENMel'N,

1990). In our study, 459/o of escaped garden plants had a bir<i dispersal mode. Thus. garden owners,

planting bird dispersal species in gardens and particularly in hedges, facilitate their dispenai. They

reinforce therefore the risk of alien species spreading in the Nlediterranean countryside in helping

them to sunnount "dispersal barriers".

The topo-edaphism conditions w-ere significantly correlated with the number of escaped garden plants

and particularly the good fertiliry and moisture of soils. Timmins and Williams (1991) in New Zealand

showed also that soil fertiiitv was significantly correlated with the number of weeds and particularly in

reserves of high soii fertility. Moreover, OrnElrtnrR et al. (2006) had a sigmficant correlation
between fertii ity and alien species richness. WISERet ai. (1998) and Howaru et a1. (2004) reported
also high fertiliry sites being more prone to invasion b-v exotic plants species in forests of New

Zealand and the eastem US respectively. However, although the topo-edaphism conditions were

significantly correlated with the number of alien species. they were, contrary to our study, not used in
the final model in the majonry of the studies (Tir,tvtrNs & Wnrrevs, 1991; OFil-EMÛLLER et ai.,
2006). This result shows the importance of edaphic constrains of calcareous soil as a limiting factor
fornumerous species (acid soii species, deep soil species, wet soil species...) in Meditelranean region.
Thus, fallow lands near the Durance fuver characterised by very fertiie and irrisated soils provide an
oppoftunif,v to escaped garden plants to establish outside gardens in offering less restricting soil
conditions.

Different lvpes of disrurbance affect alien plant establishments and invasions in different ways
(AisroNr & fucrnnnsoN, 2006). In our study, present human activities (walking, mowing,
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clearing...) within fallow lands were not at all associated,with theniimber.ofescar-d:garden:plants'

although human impact and use within establishment sites are among the most important factor

derermining alien species establishment (TnvfÙtrNs & WnrnUS, 1991)- This result is explainedby the

fact that types of human disturbances observed within fallow 1unàs of our study area didn't favour

alien species establishment. Effectively, failow lands in rural areas a^re not visited contrary to forest

fragments and forest reserves which are more popular recreational areas' In these habitats' the visitors

create disturbance and facilitate dispersai of alien plant species- Moreover, we didn't observed freshly

dumped garden wastes at gardervfallow lands interfaces which are among one of the most important

human weed-dispersat mechanisms (StruweN et al.. 2005). Add to that, some fallow lands plots are

reguiarly mowed each year, reducing consequently the development of woody stratum in plots' very

usefui for bird dispersai in Mediterranean region'

Conclusion

This study shows that there is an important pooi of escaped perennial garden plants in the

Mediterranean post-culturai fallow iands whereas the strong climatic and edaphic constraints

constitute limiting factors to the naturalization of alien plants in this area' This result is linked to the

pool of cultivated garden plants which is well-adapted to the Mediterranean context' Gardening

practices but also life-hrstory traits should be more investigated in order to understand the role of these

factors in alien plant establishment'

Multiple factors are responsible for stmcturing the richness of escaped garden plant species in the area'

Tbe proximiry of sourc.s of propagUles, the 
-ciosest 

juxtaposition between gardens and fallow lands'

and the great number of gardens around fallow lands increase the risks of alien species establishment

in these habitats. Drspersil process of escaped garden plants occurs mainly over short distance' These

results show also how urbanization context in rural areas, particulariy house spread by low housing

density, enhances aiien plant establishment. The openness of iandscape observed around fallow lands

seems to favour alien species wind dispersal, whereas the shrubby stratum in old fallow lands

constitute suitable srtes for birds by offering perching praces and facilitate therefore alien species bird

dispersal.Thetopo-edaphismcondit ionspù1'ui 'oakeyroieinescapedgardenplantsestabl ishment '
particularly alluvial soif which offer iess restricting soii conditions for alien species establishment'

The study demonstates also that it is very important of analyzing ecological mechanisms at multiple

spatial scales because both small-scalc and large-scaie have heip us to discern the drivers of escaped

garden plant dl.namics in post-culturai fallow ùnds. But landscape scaie appears reaily here as one of

the most important spatial scales structuring dispersal process of escaped garden plant species' The set

of these results ,tro* ho* post-culturat fatlow lands are under considerable threat from alien piant

invasion. It underhnes also the importance of leading further research on intrinsic characteristics of

garden plants, such as iife-history traits and seed biology, and on planting practices in order to provide

a clearer understanding of the new floristic dynamics in changing territories'
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